COVID-19 SWAB BOOTH COMMUNICATOR
SYSTEM

MY-320-GB-SB
Patient to talk to the booth staff just have to talk near the
MICSPEAKER SP302 at a distance of up to 50mm and
the voice Can be transmitted to the master station.

MICSPEAKER SP302

SECURITEX Covid swab booth communicator MY-320-GB-SB
Securitex Covid-19 swab booth Window Communicator System MY-320-GB-SB is
designed to facilitate communication between the health care staff and the patient when
they are carrying out the PCR swab test. The system is designed to allow both way hands
free communication once it has been setup. The system allow communication through a
physical glass barrier between them. The system is design for duplex communication yet it
can be controlled individually. The system is also design for easy installation on Counter
Glass Panel or on the counter table by using 3M double-sided tape. To ensure the Sub
Unit (Speaker and Microphone cable) not exposed, a Chrome tube is provided on the cable
to conceal these cable. The Master Station c/w weight down plate inside the base unit to
ensure stability when place on the counter table. The silver colour finishes ensure that the
system can fit into any exclusive counter deco. The very high quality electronic circuitry
ensure that even in the most noisy environment there is no interference when
communication. In the most silent environment the system do not produce noise when in
standby mode. Voice on both side is crystal clear.
Technical Detail
Voltage
Current
Voice Output
Dimension
Microphone

: 230Vac-12VDC
: 300mA
: 3W+/- 1W 100Hz ~ 15 KHz
: 155mm X 70mm X 70mm (Master) Diameter 65m X 14mm
(Outdoor microphone and speaker)
: -61 +/- 0.5db 20Hz~16 KHz

POSSIBLE INFECTED AREA
CLEAN AREA
Clean area is where the health care workers are situated in the booth. They use the master
set to communicate with the patients is located which are classified as possible infected area.
The communication is completely hands fee mean the staff just speak on the microphone.

MASTER MP302

The unit is supplied as plug and use with clear
Instruction how connect. The master station is
Provided with a 230VAC stepdown power supply
For easy installation.
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